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Abstract—Frame Technology (FT) and Generative Programming (GP) are two widely accepted paradigms of software product lines development. While GP addresses the automatic generation of source code, FT advocates its adaptation to diverse reuse contexts. With an aim to utilize benefits of both approaches, this paper presents the SCT dynamic frames model that supports the automatic generation of Web 2.0 applications. The SCT model encompasses three essential components: Specification (S), which refers to application features, Configuration (C), which describes application development rules, and Template (T), which denotes application building blocks. Owing to its flexibility, readability, interactivity, and other object-oriented features, the Python scripting language was selected for the implementation of the generator. In order to demonstrate the appropriateness and usefulness of the proposed approach, an example that illustrates the generation of a Web 2.0 application for database management is provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term Web 2.0 refers to a second generation of web applications which enable users to interact with functionalities of their interfaces in a desktop-like fashion. Being dynamic in nature, Web 2.0 applications encourage users to create, share, publish, organize, and integrate a variety of artefacts thus contributing to the development of knowledge repositories. Given that Web 2.0 applications provide support for asynchronous and synchronous communication among users as well as collaboration on artefacts, they are commonly referred to as social web applications. According to Orehovački et al. [13], the most popular representatives of Web 2.0 applications are wikis, blogs, microblogs, social bookmarking sites, social networking sites, mashups, podcasting applications, e-portfolios, virtual worlds, online office suites, and knowledge management applications. Considering that evaluation presents indispensable part of every development process, recent research effort was focused on modelling their adoption [15], classification of quality in use metrics [42], measuring quality of collaborative editors [19][20], evaluating the quality in use of mind mapping [17][18][20] and diagramming services [17] by means of both objective and subjective instruments, assessment of mashup tools [16], as well as evaluation of artefacts [21] which represent an outcome of their use.

From technical perspective, Web 2.0 applications are flexible services implemented in client-side Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) frameworks. On the server side, scripting languages such as PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby, and JSP are used for delivering content from files and databases to the client. Despite the fact that Web 2.0 applications are widely used for both private and business purposes, there is a lack of comprehensive models and methodologies for their systematic development. Namely, the majority of current approaches deals with the model driven interface design (e.g. [11][12]), development (e.g. [3][10]), and code generation (e.g. [1][4]) of Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).

Considering the complementariness of different software development paradigms, a number of authors (e.g. [23], [30])
have merged two or more approaches into one thus yielding significant synergy effects. With an objective to achieve similar results in the context of Web 2.0 applications, we integrated concepts of frame technology (FT) and generative software development (GSD). Frame technology is a textual pre-processor which consists of two essential components: hierarchically organized code templates (frames), and a specification which contains particular features that can be adapted to different contexts [5]. On the other hand, generative software development supports mapping between a set of the features described by a domain specific language (DSL), and implementation components with all their possible combinations [2]. The aim of this paper is to illustrate appropriateness and usefulness of the use of SCT dynamic frames [7] in the generation of Web 2.0 applications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Overview of current research is provided in the second section. Features of the SCT generator model and generator design steps in the context of Web 2.0 applications are explained in the third section. An example how SCT generator can be employed for the purpose of developing Web 2.0 applications is illustrated in the fourth section. Concluding remarks and future research directions are offered in the last section.

II. BACKGROUND TO RESEARCH

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief review of two software development paradigms which constitute the theoretical background to the dynamic frames-based generation of Web 2.0 applications.

Software product line (SPL) denotes a group of software products that have a common set of features which meet stakeholders’ needs [14]. Drawing on frame technology (FT), frame based software development (FBSD) is focused on design of generalized and adapted components. FT refers to a language independent textual pre-processor whose aim is development of systems which can be easily modified and consequently reused in a variety of contexts [5]. There are two essential elements which constitute frame technology: code templates structured in a hierarchy of modules known as frames and a specification that consist of particular features specified by the developer. In the context of software engineering, the aforementioned infrastructure represents a sound architecture for deriving SPLs [24]. Grossman and Mah [22] found that the employment of FT results in a decrease of expenses and time to market for large software development projects while in the same time contributes to the increase of reuse levels. These productivity enhancements motivated Jarzabek and Zhang [26] to introduce the meta-programming technique called XML-based Variant Configuration Language (XVCL) that drawing on Basset’s frames [25] facilitates management of variability in SPLs. XVCL supports the decomposition of programs into generic and adaptable meta-components known as x-frames which as XML files represent domain knowledge in the form of SPL artefacts. An x-framework is a normalized layered hierarchical structure composed of x-frames that allows handling variants at different granularity levels. A configuration of a particular SPL member is managed by the topmost x-frame which is called the specification frame (SPC). Starting with the SPC call, the XVCL processor goes through an x-framework, interprets XML tags in visited x-frames and by conducting necessary adaptations assembles components of specific SPL members. Taking into account advantages of XVCL with the respect to the reusability improvement, its concepts have been thoroughly evaluated in the context of databases [27], fault tolerant architectures [28], computer aided dispatch domain [29], etc.

The central role in generative software development (GSD) plays domain model which deals with mapping between problem space and solution space [2]. Problem space denotes a set of features of a SPL member that are described by means of the DSL. Implementation-based abstractions that constitute the specification of a SPL member are referred to as solution space. The mapping between the set forth spaces is carried out with the use of generator which calls a specification and eventually result in a corresponding implementation. Apart from XVCL, there are some other techniques that are also used for the purpose of generating software artefacts. One of them is GenVoca [31], a composition methodology meant for generating hierarchical SPL families. Fundamental features related to GenVoca are virtual machines, layers, realms, type equations, and a grammar. Virtual machines represent a set of methods, classes, and their objects that are employed for the implementation of SPL functionalities. An implementation of particular virtual machine is called layer. Realm is a set of layers that implement the same virtual machine. Each layer imports interface of the realm whose parameters it contains and exports the virtual machine of the realm it belongs to. Layer that imports and exports the same virtual machine is labeled as symmetric layer. The objective of layers is to encapsulate transformation that maps objects and operations between virtual machines. The structure composed of layers that are employed for modeling a particular software system is called a type equation. Realms together with their layer specify a grammar in which particular SPL member has a role of a sentence.

Current research related to the practical use of generators can be classified into several groups. The first group is focused on generating code snippets in a variety of programming languages that range from Python [39] and Java [6][8] to PHP [9]. The aim of the second group of generators is design of non-code artefacts such as graphical interface [38], programming assignments [36], text [37], and 3D scenes [41]. The last group is composed of generators which are implemented in scripting programming languages such as Open PROMOL [34] and CodeWorker [35]. While Open PROMOL deals with specifying program modifications of a target language, CodeWorker is meant for both parsing of arbitrary grammars and source code generation. The generator presented in this paper adds to the extant body of knowledge which deals with generation of code artefacts. Details on features of generation architecture that was employed for that purpose in the context of Web 2.0 applications are provided in the following section.

III. GENERATING THE WEB 2.0 APPLICATION

The SCT generator model is based on dynamic frames [7] and can be used in the generation of a wide variety of applications. The SCT generator model defines the generator of source code from three core elements: Specification (S),
Configuration (C) and Templates (T). Specification contains features of the generated application in the form of attribute-value pairs. Templates contain source code in a target programming language together with connections (replacing marks for the insertion of variable code parts). Configuration defines the connection rules between Specification and Templates. All three model elements together constitute the SCT frame.

A particular SCT frame produces source code that could be either stored in a specific data file or included in another SCT frame. The basic idea of the generation process is shown in Figure 1. The initial SCT frame contains the initial source code template that includes connections. The generator of the source code creates a new SCT frame for each connection. While the source code of SCT frames located deeper in the hierarchy is included as the integral part of its superior SCT frame, the source code of the initial SCT frame is stored in a data file.

Since an average application contains more data files, the SCT model implies the existence of a Handler. It represents a part of the SCT source code generator that aims to make the generator scalable in a way that it can produce more pieces of program code (e.g. program files) from the same set of Specification, Configuration and Templates. The SCT dynamic frames model enables the generation of various program units (e.g. files, classes, functions etc.) from the same Specification. Moreover, it enables the generation of code in a variety of programming languages (e.g. JavaScript, PHP, XML, Python, Java, etc.) and is consequently suitable for the generation of Web 2.0 applications. The generated code can be stored in program files for later execution as well as in variables for immediate execution [32] [32].

Web 2.0 applications are specific since they use different technologies in an integrated manner. The flexibility of the SCT generator enables implementation of several technologies in the same application. This is achieved with cautious design of Specification, Templates and Configuration of the SCT generator.

Model which reflects development process of Web 2.0 application by means of SCT generator is illustrated in Figure 2. The first step is to identify Web 2.0 services and build one or several prototypes for each service. Based on experience obtained during development of prototypes, a set of templates is developed for each service. Those templates are input into SCT generator. Different applications have different set of services which is defined in Application specification. Each application has list of web services and other important data listed in its Application specification. How templates are combined together, based on Application specification, is defined in Application configuration.

The SCT Handler generates more data files which contain source code and implement both server and client side of Web 2.0 application. Since Web 2.0 application employs different technologies, it is a challenge to make such templates that can be easily manageable and reusable. In that respect, the SCT generator model offers management of the whole set of code templates via relatively small Configuration.

The process of building new generators begins with application prototype that is decomposed into SCT model elements through several steps. The SCT generator applies these elements in automatic assembling of different application variants. Steps in the design of a generator of Web 2.0 application are as follows [40]:

0. Prerequisite. The prerequisite for building the SCT generator is the application prototype in a form of a source code.

1. Selection of new main templates and output types. The main templates are specified in the initial part of Configuration and define the type of code to be generated, e.g.:
2. Creating of Specification. Specification consists of attributes and their values. The hierarchy of attributes is specified by '+' sign, e.g.:

```plaintext
+field_combo: id_course
+field_display: Course - subordinated attribute
```

3. Delineation of variable program parts. Variable program parts depend on Specification, so they will be later replaced with connections.

4. Flexibilization of prototype. Variable program parts are being replaced by connections (in '#'-es).

5. Adding new rule to Configuration. The configuration rule specifies all three elements of the SCT model: connection, specification attribute and used code template, respectively e.g.:

```plaintext
#1#,index.template - entry HTML page
```

6. Building of code templates that are main constituent artefacts of generated applications.

7. Generating, testing and adjusting in a generative development process.

An outcome of the development process that begins with an application prototype is a generator that can be used in automatic design of different application variants. Obtained SCT model elements (Specification, Configuration and Templates) can be used in the further development of generators as well as applications.

As shown in Figure 3, the development process of particular Web 2.0 application can be illustrated with spiral model that was originally proposed by Boehm [43].

### IV. THE EXAMPLE OF GENERATING

The example\(^1\) includes a SCT based generator, implemented in Python, together with generated Web 2.0 application (also in Python; Ajax was used for user interface and PostgreSQL for database implementation).

Specification of the given instance contains three output types:

- **OUTPUT:out1** - used for index page
- **OUTPUT:output** - CGI scripts (Python)
- **OUTPUT:output_html** - HTML forms

Each output type refers to one or more output files that will be generated. For instance, there are two files that are going to be generated from the following specification group:

```plaintext
output:output/student_cgi - CGI script
output_html:output_students_form.html - HTML form
table:ajax_students - database table
connection:exams - link to another DB table
+connection_field:student_id - subordinated attributes
+connection_display:Exams - to link
title:students - group name
+title_display:Students - text to be displayed
primary_key:student_id - DB table primary key
field_number:student_id - table attribute+type
+field_display:Student id - text to be displayed
```

Configuration contains rules for assembling software from Specification and Templates. The initial part of Configuration specifies the initial code templates that correspond to output types from Specification:

```plaintext
#1#,index.template - index page
#2#,script.template - CGI scripts
#3#,form.template - HTML forms
```

Other lines of Configuration contain two- or three-element groups, e.g.:

```plaintext
#table#,table - link, attribute
#title_field#,title,title.template - link, attribute, template
```

![Fig. 3. Spiral generator/application development [40]](image)

The example utilizes Ajax to route the output of the CGI script to a particular HTML element marked by \( id \) (here: 'R0'). As shown in Figure 4, this feature enables editing of particular row in database table, without the need of refreshing the whole web page.

The aim of the SCT generator model is to achieve high reusability of features (attributes with their values) defined in Specification. These features can be distributed through

\(^1\) The example is available at gpml.foi.hr/SCT_Python_Ajax
connections on many different places in diverse code templates, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Total number of occurrences in Specification</th>
<th>Total number of occurrences in generated code</th>
<th>Number of files where the value occurs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>application</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>table</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title_display</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field_number</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field_combo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The multi-distribution of specification features could be used in application updating. This can be performed by changing the Specification, which enables new features of applications inside the problem domain proposed by Configuration. Any modification in Templates changes the way Specification attribute values are used, including the programming language. Any update of Configuration changes the way the generator builds the program code, respectively. The introduction of a new line in Configuration could enable the use of a new Specification attribute and a new code template. The purpose of the set forth is to avoid any later modifications of the generated code.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper illustrated the use of dynamic frames generator model in the development of Web 2.0 applications. There are numerous benefits of the proposed approach. The first one is the improvement of the development process productivity that is the outcome of reusability of program artefacts. The set forth productivity reflects in terms of enhanced efficiency in development of software product lines, as well as facilitated features specification at higher level of abstraction. The second one is simplified application update which results from definition of application in a higher abstraction language used by SCT generator. Inclusion of new features in application is performed by adding new definitions in application specification. The third one is the customization of application to the specific needs of particular user. Considering that network effects, perpetual beta, and lightweight user interfaces, respectively are essential design patterns of Web 2.0 applications, the proposed approach supports the user-centered development of software product line members.

Our future work will be focused on the employment of dynamic frames based generators in the development of some specific types of Web 2.0 applications such as mashups. More specifically, our research efforts will deal with interplay of different generator implementations and novel web technologies.
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